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         Bratislava, 3 May 2021 

 

Dedoles launches Its Innovation Lab 

The New Department Will Also Focus On Combatting Climate Change 

Dedoles is moving from the sock business into the field of fashion. Besides, the company plans to analyse other 

business opportunities and present its new activities in the field of gaming. Dedoles aims to become a global 

brand with multiple lines of business and is therefore launching the Innovation Lab, which offers new job 

opportunities. 

Dedoles Innovation Lab will analyse the current business model of the brand, and at the same time examine 

other market opportunities. The major challenge awaiting our new colleagues in the Innovation Lab is to explore 

the sustainability of technologies with the primary goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions that cause global 

warming. Global warming has become a huge threat and climate change can have fatal consequences for the 

entire planet. "Technological innovation is the only way we can reverse the situation; it is the major global 

challenge of the 21st century. We want to help through our activities and the capital we create," says Dedoles 

founder and CEO Jaroslav Chrapko. 

The Innovation Lab will thus strategically bring new opportunities for the Dedoles brand. This year, at least five 

new colleagues will be hired for the Innovation Lab, mainly in analytical positions. 

 

Further info: 

Jana Galera Matúšová, PR Manager 
e-mail: jana.matusova@dedoles.sk  
Phone No.: +421 907 805 241 

Katarína Načiniaková, Senior PR Specialist 
e-mail: katarina.naciniakova@dedoles.sk  
Phone No.: +421 905 789 176 

www.dedoles.co.uk 

www.instagram.com/dedoles/  

https://www.facebook.com/Dedoles/  
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